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Orange. CVM Style
To us, sustainabilty means increasing our human, animal and environmental
wellness impact. It's our mission to be "Innovative in animal and human
health." Our oranger-than-ever missions look good in green as well! Take
a look at how we do green, too...
We are fanatic about our services.
Our dedicated team is constantly improving resource management.
We are made to last.
The quality of our service is built for the long haul. We believe in longevity and
the far-reaching impact our alumni provide globally.
Who are we?
As CVM Cowboys, we have pretty high standards when it comes to service
satisfaction, communication, and deliverables, like healthcare, research and
professional education. We'd like our reputation to live on through creating a
healthy working environment for humans and animals.
We know there's more to quality service than rigorous schedules.
So we do our best to promote and find balance - right across the business of
service. We are continually seeking to bring our alumni a sustainable journey.
And, we are learning and improving with you every step of the way.
Sustainability tips for 2020.
We've prepared 88 brilliant professionals. As you ready yourselves to be in the
wind, remember to pack these values as you depart the iconic halls of the
veterinary campus.

• Don't discard your professors/mentors.
We are accessible to consult on grey matter(s).
• Make sure you're using all of your resources.
Alumni are willing to dissect even the most intricate of bugs and VetMed
Resource is a complete online veterinary information service - a purrrfect
support tool for research and continuing education.
• Use more glassware.
Take ten now-and-then.
• Cut down on waste.
Reduce, reuse, recycle. Stay with the brand you love and when you're
ready, hire a CVM grad!
Class of 2020, we stand with you, a text away. Now that's sustainable.

It's F R I D A Y !
Don't be hoodwinked by leprechauns!
Everyone is a wee bit Irish on St.
Patrick's Day.
Unless, of course, you're a Scot.
Slainté Mhath!
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